OPERATING COST

INSTALLATION SPACE REQUIRED

WARRANTY (YEARS) 6 8 10-15

PREMIUM FEATURES:

Blue Diamond® Glass Coating** • • •
Self-Cleaning Automatic Sediment Cleaning System**
Self-Powered Electronic Gas Valve*
Heat Trap Nipples**
Enhanced Flow Brass Fitting Valve**
CorGuard® Advanced Anode Rod Protection**
Energy Saving Meets Requirements
Double Long-Life Elements***
Electronic User Interface
Condensing Combustion*
Continuous Flow*
Cutting Edge Technology
Industry Leading Efficiency

* These features apply to gas products only
** These features apply to tank-type products only
*** These features apply to electric products only

Hot Water Output, Cost of Operation, and Installation Space Required estimated based on typical applications/installations. For a more custom analysis of unique installations, visit statewaterheaters.com and use our product selector tool.

FROM THE LEADERS IN COMMERCIAL WATER HEATING, WE BRING YOU:

COMMERCIAL-GRADE WATER HEATERS FOR THE HOME

OUR NEW PROLINE® MASTER SERIES 8-YEAR WATER HEATER IS YOUR TOOL TO OFFER UNIQUE NEW BENEFITS TO YOUR CUSTOMERS AND TO INCREASE THE PROFITABILITY OF YOUR BUSINESS.
COMMERCIAL-GRADE COMPONENTS. COMMERCIAL-GRADE WATER HEATERS.

State's ProLine family of water heaters is a wholesale channel exclusive unlike any other water heaters on the market. We know the pride that you take in your business because we share it. That's why we make sure to pack commercial-grade quality into our products and our company as a whole. State is vertically integrated, which means that we oversee and control each step of our commercial-grade water heaters, from engineering to assembly. Our parts are manufactured by our APCOM parts division. APCOM is the industry's largest manufacturer of water heater parts, including thermostats, electric heating elements, gas manifolds and burners, pipe nipples and more.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE GLASS TANK LINING

State's Blue Diamond® glass coating is a patented commercial-grade formula that provides superior heat protection and corrosion resistance. Blue Diamond glass coating blend is formulated in the same lab that creates the protection for our industry-leading commercial product line. Through our long history, we’ve learned that one size rarely fits all. That’s why we customize our signature formula to best meet the needs of every water heater we produce, ensuring long life no matter which State model you choose.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE ELECTRIC ELEMENTS

ProLine Master electric products are outfitted with longer-lasting stainless steel upper and lower elements that are modeled after those used in our industry-leading commercial line.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE FACTORY-INSTALLED PIPE NIPPLES

State’s heat trap metal nipples reduce standby heat loss includes commercial-grade PEX lining and zinc coatings. These nipples are the same as those used in our industry-leading commercial product line. They are factory-installed on most models, making water heater installation quicker and easier.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE THERMOSTATS

State ProLine products are outfitted with the same thermostats as many of our industry-leading commercial line.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE DRAIN VALVES

State’s brass drain valves are full-flow tamper-resistant design that is water draining versus other valve designs. This high tech valve is the same as those used in our industry-leading commercial product line.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE STAINLESS STEEL CORE ANODE RODS

State’s stainless steel core anode rods feature a stainless steel core that allows the anode to be secured in place, extending the life of the core. Stainless steel core technology is the same that is used in our industry-leading commercial product line. ProLine Master products have increased anode protection with either longer or multiple anodes, depending on model.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE DYNACLEAN™ AUTOMATIC SEDIMENT-CLEANING SYSTEM

Automatic self-cleaning action greatly reduces sediment accumulations and maximizes full-water output.

INTRODUCING THE STATE PROLINE® FAMILY OF COMMERCIAL-GRADE WATER HEATERS

Available only from State professional contractors. When it comes to building a tough Commercial-Grade water heater, the keys to success are outstanding components and superior manufacturing capabilities. These two items work together to give State’s contractors the ultimate advantage.